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INNOVATION'S
NEW ADDRESS
IN SOUTH FLORIDA
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lobby rendering

In the heart of a vibrant city center
full of dining, shopping, entertainment
and culture, where discoveries reveal
themselves around every corner, stands
an inspirational new workplace. Housed
in a state-of-the-art tower, and featuring
carefully crafted details, cutting-edge
technology and flexible spaces, this
distinctive building promotes the
well-being of its tenants so they can
generate the ideas and results that build
successful businesses.
From the acclaimed team that created
Hudson Yards in New York and Rosemary
Square in West Palm, 360 Rosemary is
innovation’s new address in South Florida.
east view
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one flagler

clematis street

palm beach island

the breakers

virgin trains usa

the broadstone
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the alexander

canopy by hilton

rosemary square
park line

the parallel

rh gallery

the bristol

West Palm Beach

kravis center

convention center
hilton west palm

A STORY
OF GROWTH
a thriving district
rich in opportunities
RELATED OFFICE
PROPERTIES

HOTSPOTS

HOTELS

RH Gallery & Café

Hilton West Palm Beach

Kravis Center for
the Performing Arts

The Ben

The Parallel

Canopy by Hilton

One Flagler
(Future Development)

Norton Museum of Art

The Breakers

RESIDENCES

Palm Beach Country
Convention Center

360 Rosemary (Q1 2020)

575 Rosemary
Park Line Apartments

Clematis Street

Palm Beach Island

Broadstone City Center

TRANSPORTATION
Virgin Trains USA
Palm Beach International
Airport
Amtrak

The Bristol
The Alexander

5.5M sq ft of office space in West Palm, making it Palm Beach
County’s second largest office market and employment center
11% anticipated growth in West Palm Beach workforce by 2025
4x the number of Convention Center bookings since Related
Companies opened Hilton WPB in 2016
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2,700 new residential units and 2,100 hotel keys are planned or
under construction within 5 miles of 360 Rosemary
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The 360
Advantage
helping companies attract
and retain the best talent
360 Rosemary is all about helping companies create an environment where their workforce
wants to be. By providing a multi-faceted lifestyle that employees are seeking, we can help
improve the quality of their work life and channel their productivity:
• A location in the heart of a new downtown
• Superior connectivity, providing easy access via
air, rail or highway
• A community that fosters a sense of belonging
• Cultural and creative discoveries around every corner
of the neighborhood
• A finely-crafted building reflecting innovative
and sustainable design
• Breathtaking views in all directions
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the ben

rh gallery

one flagler

the alexander
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575 rosemary

broadstone city center

virgin usa station

park line apartments

Location
canopy by hilton

hilton west palm beach

the new
downtown
a growing urban oasis
Extraordinary new restaurants and hospitality offerings, inspiring arts & cultural
destinations, experiential retail, flexible green spaces, year-round programming
& activities, and educational institutions create vivacity and diversity in a growing
downtown, all within walking distance to 360 Rosemary.
Downtown is rich with year-round outdoor festivals & live music, rotating murals and
galleries. With a backdrop of palm trees & waterfront views, notable West Palm annual
events include:
Rosemary Square annual holiday festival

Palm Beach International Boat Show

TGIFamily Nights

Fourth on Flagler

SunFest Waterfront Music Festival

WPB Green Market
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Connectivity

making
connections
easy access via air, train or highway
Offering unparalleled access to all of Downtown West Palm and
beyond, 360 Rosemary is directly connected to South Florida’s other
major urban centers via public transportation or existing highways.
3 miles from Palm Beach International Airport
Adjacent to Virgin Trains USA (Brightline)
• In 30-60 minutes, arrive in Fort Lauderdale or Miami
• 5.3M anticipated riders by 2021
• $164M+ anticipated economic impact
• Additional stops in Orlando, Tampa, Boca
& Aventura in coming years
Amtrak station plus 10 bus routes
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Community

A SENSE of
BELONGING
a connected neighborhood
360 Rosemary is in the midst of a thriving and desirable environment with a focus on
wellness for people and planet. Inspiring outdoor green spaces, engaging mental &
physical experiences, large scale festivals and year-round activities enhance the way
we work, live and share life together.
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Arts & Culture

culture
minded
discovery around every corner
The pulse of West Palm’s creativity is found in the heart of Rosemary Square, with
energy flowing from every inspirational mural, intentional pop of color, and artistic
experience. Our commitment to providing surprising and delightful moments
that extend beyond the expected, is enhanced by the city's endless cultural and
imaginative opportunities.
More than 200 cultural organizations in
Palm Beach County
Annually, more than 450,000 accessible
educational arts experiences are offered
with an attendance of approximately
5.4M throughout the county
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Dozens of cultural institutions are within a
two-mile radius of 360 Rosemary such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kravis Center for the Performing Arts
Norton Museum of Art
Palm Beach Opera
Dreyfoos School of the Arts
Palm Beach Dramaworks
Flagler Museum of Art
Ann Norton Sculpture Gardens
Society of the Four Arts
Fern Street Theatre
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Design & Innovation

finely crafteD
designed for today and the future
With cutting-edge architecture and interiors, carefully-curated materials and
environmentally forward features, this Class-A building was designed for today and the
future by Elkus Mandfredi Architects and Leo A. Daly. The 20-story modern building
brings state of the art, connected and innovative workspaces to South Florida with loftstyle office space and expansive floor-to-ceiling windows that maximize natural light.
With 10,000 square feet of outdoor amenity space including two terraces, employees
can maximize the exceptional indoor/outdoor workplace environments.
Hand crated design details
Anticipated LEED Gold
100% generator backup system program
insures uninterrupted power during the
event of a utility power loss
Sub-metered services include electric and
condenser
High-speed elevators with destination
dispatch technology

Telecommunication and data provided
from utility direct to tenant
Satellite antenna pad available on the
roof
State of the art hybrid distributed
antenna system (DAS)
DAS supports high speed 5G services
and provides reliable connectivity and
capacity in over 95% of building

south east view
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east view
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The Views

Vantage
Point
With breathtaking views in all directions, 360 Rosemary offers
those who work there moments of contemplation and inspiration.
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west view
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south view
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RELATED
COMPANIES
As passionate city builders, we create visionary neighborhoods and communities that
transform urban life. City by city, property by property and experience by experience,
we challenge what it means to live, connect and belong. We’re a multihyphenate, fullstack company that curates unmatched experiences and offers unrivaled hospitality, all
to inspire members of diverse communities to live their best lives.
In West Palm, we operate at the intersection of our consumers, our tastemakers and
the city itself. We work with the best local artists, chefs, entrepreneurs and fitness
enthusiasts to create experiences that are unique to our neighborhood and vital to our
clients. We encourage national brands to find a unique West Palm expression of their
distinct proposition and give local brands a place to showcase their unique offerings, In
so doing, we are moving this community forward, as we’ve done for the past 50 years.
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OUR PARTNERS

david manfredi
the architect

tara bernerd
the designer

It adds the public realm of sidewalks, landscape, and active, engaging
street level restaurants, public art and retail. It provides office space
designed for a wide range of users, and it elevates this part of the City
– a new high rise building enhancing the street and skyline. Designed as
a truly “urban building” with high quality terracotta and metal, modern
in its proportions, but connected to history in color, finish and crafted
detail. We are very proud to bring this building design to downtown
West Palm.

British designer Tara Bernerd will create interiors spaces at 360
Rosemary. Based in London’s Belgravia, her practice works on a global
platform and prides itself on its intelligent approach to interior spaceplanning and design. Though each project is unique, Tara Bernerd &
Partners’ handsome signature style is one of approachable luxury
with an industrial edge and each space possesses a masculine, and
ultimately timeless, elegance. Bernerd and her team strive to create a
feeling of authenticity within each property by establishing a distinct
design DNA that is true to both the location and the people who will
make it their home. Whether in a hotel lobby, office lobby, restaurant,
or private residence, the team creates meaning and connection
through a distinct sense of place.

“360 Rosemary is a vital piece in the reimagination of this mixed use
corridor,” said Manfredi.
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moss construction
the builders

tower commercial real estate
the broker

Moss is a national construction management company providing
innovative solutions resulting in award-winning projects across the
United States. With an exceptional portfolio of successful projects,
it is the foundation on which each is built that sets them apart. A
family business forged on longstanding relationships and unwavering
trust, they put their world-class experience and entrepreneurial
spirit to work across all areas of construction management, general
contracting, design-build and public-private partnerships.

TCRE is a full-service commercial real estate brokerage serving
all of South Florida, led by founder and president Jon Blunk. With
50+ years of combined experience, our team leverages experience,
intelligence and deep resources to provide landlords and tenants
with outstanding service and measurable results. As leaders at the
forefront of South Florida’s commercial real estate market, we are
strategically positioned to provide clients with everything they need
to make informed decisions at every stage of a deal.
Jon Blunk (561) 288-9556 | jblunk@tower-cre.com
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THE DETAILS
design features

sustainable design and construction
300,000 Sq Ft of LEED Gold

Achieve Gold Rating – LEED CS (core + shell version 2009 for Core and
Shell Development

Floor to Ceiling Windows
+ 360 Degree views of
West Palm Beach and Palm Beach

Prerequisites and select features: Sustainable Sites: Construction
Activity Pollution Prevention
• Prevent loss of soil during construction by storm water run-off and/or wind
erosion, including protecting topsoil by stockpiling for re-use.

Up to 11'8" Clear Ceilings

• Prevent sedimentation of storm sewers or receiving streams.

6 Passenger Elevators

Sustainable Sites: Alternative Transportation – Low-emitting and
Fuel Efficient Vehicles
• Provide preferred parking for low-emitting and fuel efficient vehicles.

Destination dispatch technology
to be implemented

• Prevent pollution of the air with dust and particulate matter.

• Installation of alternative-fuel fueling stations.
Water Efficiency: Water Use Reduction –20% Reduction
• Increase water efficiency to reduce the burden on municipal water supply
and wastewater system. Reclaimed storm water to be used for irrigation.

building amenities
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Fitness
Center

Concierge
Service

Shared Car
Parking Available

Outdoor
Amenity Space

2 Spaces per 1k sf
7 Levels of Parking

On-site
Bicycle Racks

Adjacent to Virgin
Trains USA High
Speed Rail Station

Rooftop Deck

World-Renowned
Art Installations

On-site
Conference
Facility

Lobby Cafe

Close Proximity
to Shopping &
Entertainment

Energy and Atmosphere: Fundamental Commissioning
of Building Energy Systems
• Verification that the project’s energy-related systems are installed calibrated,
and performs according to the owner’s project requirements, basis of design,
and construction documents.
Energy and Atmosphere: Minimum Energy Performance
• A minimum level of energy efficiency will be established for the building and
systems to reduce the environmental and economic impacts associated with
excessive energy use.
Innovation and Design
• LEED Accredited professional leadership and design innovations.

building component description
Energy and Atmosphere: Fundamental
Refrigerant Management
• Zero use of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)-based
refrigerants in new base building heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning and refrigeration
systems.
• Materials and resources: storage and collection of
recyclables
• Provide easily-accessible dedicated areas that are
for the collection and storage of materials for
recycling for the entire building.
Materials and Resources: Certified Wood
• A 50% minimum use of wood based materials and
products that are certified in accordance with the
Forest Stewardship Council’s (FSC) principles and
criteria, for wood building components.
Indoor Environmental Quality: Minimum Indoor
Air Quality Performance
• A minimum indoor air quality (IAQ) performance
will be established to enhance the indoor air quality
of the building.
Use of low-emitting construction and finish
materials.
Indoor Environmental Quality: Environmental
Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control
• Prevent or minimize exposure of building
occupants, indoor surfaces, and ventilation air
distribution systems to environmental tobacco
smoke (ETS).

Super Structure
Steel reinforced concrete w/ 50psf live load plus 15psf partition
load capacity at office floors. Additional capacity available as
requested (150psf live load - compact storage, libraries, etc.)
Exterior Wall
Structural silicone glazed (SSG) high performance aluminum
and glass glazing system. The window wall system will use
laminated glass. Exterior cladding will have a terra-cotta tile
integrated framing the window wall system.
Site, Hardscape, & Landscaping
Decorative landscaping and hardscape throughout, with
pavers at driveways, plazas and walkways.
Vertical Transportation
Six high speed, overhead traction destination dispatch
passenger elevators with high quality custom cab finishes.
One high capacity, overhead traction service elevator with
resilient cab finishes.
HVAC
High efficiency circulating condensed water loop with multi-cell,
induced draft, cross flow type cooling towers and variable speed
pumps, complete with redundancy. Variable-Air-Volume (VAV)
box air distribution system with high efficiency, high filtration,
and direct exchange variable speed air conditioners located on
tenant floors. Heating provided through air distribution system
via electric re-heat coils at the VAV box. Outside air shall be
delivered to the fan rooms via common vertical risers.
Lightning Protection System
Rooftop mounted, fully integrated system.
Electric Power
Combination of 120/208v and 277/480v services shall be
brought to each floor via bus duct for small power and
lighting/cooling respectively via tenant panels.

Full Building Back-Up Generator
100% generator backup system program assures uninterrupted power
during the event of a utility power loss. This includes life safety systems.
Sub-Metered Services
Electricity and condenser water utilization shall be sub-metered
Telecommunication
Telecommunication and data shall be provided from utility direct to
tenant. Raceways shall be available for utilization. A satellite antenna
pad is available on the roof.
Life Safety Systems
Smoke control system in accordance with regulatory requirements.
Fully addressable fire alarm system with fire command station located
at lobby.
Building Automation
A microprocessor based direct digital control system shall control all
core and shell mechanical equipment with remote access capability
via internet/ethernet.
Sprinkler System
Fully automatic, wet sprinkler and standpipe system with electric fire
pump.
Security System
Office lobby, circulation areas, building exterior, and parking garage
shall be monitored with digital video cameras and an electronic
locking system shall be provided at significant protected openings.
Vibration & Noise Isolation
All large motors, elevator machines, air conditioners and other
oscillating equipment shall be equipped with isolation springs and
pads. NC rating at machine rooms and shafts shall exceed typical
requirements.
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economic incentives
city incentives
BUILDING IMPROVEMENT GRANTS
Tenants may qualify for City grants that provide for up to 10%
of the tenant improvement cost. The City is down to its last
available commercial and industrial spaces. These tend to need
improvements to make them business ready.
THE WATERFRONT
As one of the three largest cities making up the South Florida
region, and the central City of Palm Beach County, West Palm
is a vibrant, growing waterfront city that offers the business
advantages available in the region, combined with a more
refined and relaxed environment for living and working.
GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIPS
The City knows that business needs can be unique. The City
has the flexibility to work with businesses to help in unique
ways through incentives, services, and public private partnerships. For example: Up to 10% of the improvement cost is
available from the City.
READY TO DO BUSINESS
The City of West Palm has a robust approach to economic
development. Targeting financial industry firms, marine
services companies, and cutting edge medical practices the
City has programs to help attract businesses.
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state incentives
WEST PALM BEACH OFFICE
Space: 300,000 Sq Ft
Investment: $4 million (may include tenant improvements
financed directly or indirectly)
Labor: 100 net new full-time employees to the State of FL
with average annual wage of $98,246.2

qti incentive
This discretionary program provides a tax refund on a variety of Florida state taxes including
corporate income, sales, ad valorem, intangible personal property, and insurance premium.

The tax refund under this scenario would likely amount to $5,000 per
FTE per year. The increased award per FTE is the result of the wages
under this scenario meeting 200% of county average annual wage.

Amongst other qualification criteria, eligible projects must create at least 10 net new fulltime equivalent Florida jobs and pay an average annual wage that is at least 115% of the
state, metropolitan statistical area (MSA), or the local county average wages (whichever
is highest).
The refund applies to no more than 25% of the total refund approved may be taken in any
single fiscal year.

Thus, the estimated tax credit benefit, assuming 100 employees with
average annual wage of $98,246 are created in one year, would amount
to $500,000 in that year.

2

Palm Beach County Average Annual Wage was $49,123 for 2016. Average annual
wage assumed in above example represents 200% of Palm Beach County
Average Annual Wage.

The local municipality must agree to contribute 20% of the approved tax refund for a
business to be eligible for the QTI incentive.
This discretionary program provides a tax refund on a variety of Florida state taxes including
corporate income, sales, ad valorem, intangible personal property, and insurance premium.
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TEST FITS
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TEST FIT 01

TEST FIT 02

private wealth management

trading floor

TEST FIT 03

TEST FIT 04

professional services

tech/media
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TEST FITS
TEST FIT 05

amenity
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TEST FIT 06

spec suite
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BUILDING LAYOUT
LEVEL

SPACE USE		

20

OFFICE		

24,426

19

OFFICE				

25,799

18

OFFICE				

25,799

17

OFFICE				

25,799

16

OFFICE				

25,799

15

OFFICE				

25,799

14

OFFICE				

25,799

12

OFFICE				

25,799

11

OFFICE				

25,799

10

OFFICE & CONF. CENTER

18,939

8

PARKING		

-

7

PARKING		

-

6

PARKING		

-

5

PARKING		

-

4

OFFICE & PARKING		

3

PARKING		

2

OFFICE & PARKING		

10,544

1

RETAIL				

25,998

			

TOTAL

AREA (SQ. FT.)

10,544
-

300,000 SQ. FT.
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BUIDLING SECTION
1 TRANSVERSE
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

parking spaces
LEVEL

REGULAR

COMPACT

ADA

8

53		6		2

61

7

78		6		6

61

6

100		6		2

108

5

88		7		2

97

4

89		6		2

97

3

78		10		5

93

2

55		4		5

64

1

-		 -		 -

-

TOTAL 541		45		20

TOTAL

606
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FLOORPLANS
LEVEL 1 RETAIL

1 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
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LEVEL 2 OFFICE & PARKING

2 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

LEVEL 3 PARKING

LEVEL 4 OFFICE & PARKING

3 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
4 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
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FLOORPLANS
LEVEL 5 PARKING

5 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
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LEVEL 6 PARKING

LEVEL 7-8 PARKING

7 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
6 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

LEVEL 10 OFFICES 25,799 SF

LEVELS 10-19 OFFICES AT 25,799 SF

LEVEL 20 OFFICE AT 24,426 SF

10 to 17 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

9 Plan
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

18 Overall
1 Level
SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
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INNOVATION'S NEW ADDRESS IN SOUTH FLORIDA

DEVELOPED, OWNED AND MANAGED BY RELATED COMPANIES
RELATED.COM

JON BLUNK (561) 288 9556
JBLUNK@TOWER-CRE.COM
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